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SP9
Smart Wi-Fi Plug with Energy Monitoring



What it does
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SP9
Smart Wi-Fi Plug with Energy Monitoring

Beli SP9 is a smart Wi-Fi plug with energy monitoring. It can turn electronics on or off from anywhere and monitor the 
real-time energy consumption of your devices via the Beli app. Schedule the Smart Plug to automatically switch on 
and off when away or set a scene for controlling many devices with a single button.The SP9 works directly with 
Amazon Alexa and Google Assistant to manage your devices through Voice Control. Works with a secured 2.4GHz 
wireless networks without the need for a separate hub. The compact design won't block the neighbouring power 
outlet.



the lights back on at dusk, you make the rules.
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Main Features

APP Management from Any Location
Whether you're relaxing on the couch, or vacationing in the Caribbean, the app 
grants you full-access to your home network, so you can manage your household 
right on your mobile phone.

Compact Design
The SP9 is mindfully designed to be both slim and sleek, with a smaller footprint 
than competing models, delivering unrestricted access to your adjacent sockets.

Enhanced Voice Activation
Each Smart-Socket is compatible with both Alexa and Google Assistant, so you 
can manage and operate your electronic devices, from wherever Alexa and 
Google are within earshot.

Anyone Home?
Leaving your home for extended period? Simply set the smart plug to "Away 
Mode" and the smart plug will randomly activate and deactivate the attached 
illumination device, so it looks like you're home - even when you're not.

Easy and Efficient Smart Home Management
Stay in control, by creating a scheduled power-plan, so whether you're turning off 
the porch light at dawn, starting the coffee maker while in the shower, or turning 

Save Bill with Energy Monitoring
Monitor and manage the real-time energy consumption of your devices as well as 
displaying historical electricity consumption enabling you to reduce unnecessary 
energy consumption and save money.




